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Executive Summary 
 
Windzoon, is an elite brand extends redefining IT solutions  

 

Creativity that connects with people, transforms into valuable business proposition and put an end 

to real world problems, this is what we envision to achieve.   

 

Our full spectrum digital services have been making innumerable business work excellently. We 

deliver Digital Marketing and SMO at par quality. 

 

Windzoon, is pleased to submit this proposal to Client as a response to the shared requirement. 

 

Overall Objective 
 
Client intends to outsource SMO services to go with current market trends to Offshore Marketing 

Centre of Windzoon Technologiesin India. By leveraging our innovative technology, applicable, 

creativity and dynamic digital exposure, we bring outstanding outcome in favor of businesses.  

 

Description of services 
 
The following services will be improving your business: 

 Search Engine Optimization  

 Social media marketing  

 Facebook Paid Ads 

 PPC ( Display Advertisement, Remarketing) 

 

WhatisSearchEngineOptimization? 
 

Search Engine Optimization, or SEO, is one of the best tools that companies have in terms of 

gaining visibility online because it allows them to bring in more visitors through free, organic 

search results. The major search engines like Google, Bing, and Yahoo rank websites based on 

specific parameters they   deem most important and they do so at no cost to the website owners. 

In optimizing your website and increasing your ranking in search engines results, you will gain 

more visibility and will, in turn, see an increase in visitor traffic to your website. 

 



Current Social Media Status  
 

 Facebook Page need consistency and different posting  

 Make the social accounts with more engagement  

 Absence of holistic social media promotion 

 Missing appropriate content marketing like own social media post, blog, article and news. 

 A strong social media presence builds brand loyalty, which is absent  

 
 
 
 

SEO Strategic 
 
On Page Optimization: It covers the activities undertaken on the live web pages of the 

website to make SEO & user friendly. 

 

Definition/Our understanding of the activities involved in “On  Page Optimization”: 

 

 Meta Data: A Title & Description tag is a piece of HTML code that 

describes specific web pages content through a keyword query that 

a person types into a search engine. 

 Robot Meta Data: Special HTML <META>tag to tell robots not to 

index the content of a page, and/or not scan it for links to follow. 

 Creation of Robort.txt & Validation: The /robots.txt file to give 

instructions about their site to web robots; this is called The Robots 

Exclusion Protocol. 

 Code Verification & Optimization: Code Verification and optimize 

to make website faster, which will directly help to Visitor and 

Crawler. 

 URL Rewriting: Static URLs are always more friendlier looking to the 

End Users and gets better rank in search engine. 

 Image Optimize: Images present a very unique problem web-

crawlers, so we will optimize image with unique keyword which 

represent image in better way to visitor and crawler 

 Optimize Menu Bar: Optimize Menu Bar to make more SEO 

Friendly and Crawler can easily crawl & indexed more pages 

 Bread Crumbs Optimization: Generate breadcrumbs and optimize 



to represent better navigation and visitor/crawler can navigated 

website easily. 

 Site Map: Creation, verification and uploading of an XML Sitemap 

to Google, Bing and Yahoo 

 

 

Off Page Optimization 
 

Off Page Optimization: This includes escalations that take place on third party 

platform to generate back links and increate reference traffic – For Example 

 

 Search EngineSubmission: Submitting your website on major 

International or Nation Search. 

 Directory Submission: We are going to submit website and there 

detail on opendirectory. 

 Social bookmarking: We will undertake bookmarking activities on 

diverse social portals. 

 Image sharing: Relevant image sharing on determined online 

platforms. 

 

Link Building Volum/ 

Month 

12 Month Plan of Action 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 

Search Engine Submission 15          

Social Bookmarking 25          

Image Sharing 7 
         

Directory Submission 180          

Document Sharing 15 
         

Business Listing 10          

Blog Submission 7 
         

Guest Posting 20          

Monthly Total 

Submission 

151 / Month 

 

 

 



Campaign Building and Management 

We will start by analyzing your business and researching your industry. From this we will find the 

perfect keywords and organize them in strong campaigns and ad groups, then set up PPC landing 

pages that optimize conversions. The main benefit of a well-researched PPC campaign is that, believe 

it or not, the more relevant and intelligent you make it, the less search engines like Google will charge 

for your ad clicks and the more results you will see. If users like your ads, you’ve won big time. This is 

why we believe our PPC creation is not only valuable, but essential. 

 

One of the keys, if you will, to keywords is maintaining a steady flow of search terms and adapting to 

patterns. Here’s an example of how we will manage your PPC campaign 

 

 Staying current: Why pay for something that doesn’t work for your business? We 

know the answer, and this is why we constantly evaluate the effectiveness of your 

keywords to maximize results. 

 Covering all the bases: Not all keywords are created equal, so in some cases the 

most popular terms and words will only get you so far. We will develop longer 

keyword terms to keep you competitive.  

 Ongoing process: Once you start a PPC campaign, it should be ever-evolving and 

adapting to changes in the search environment. We will make sure to stay on top of 

search result patterns. 

 Clearing clutter: If something isn’t working, it goes in the trash bin and we analyze 

why the keywords did not work out, giving you an idea of what is and is not 

effective 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Social Media Monthly Schedule  
 

With all enthusiasm and devotion, Windzoon all set to drive meaningful involvement of target 

audience along with the creation of sustainable digital presence for your business.  

Windzoonwill provide social media consulting and execution services in the following areas: 

 Social media analysis and integration  

 Strategic planning and execution  

 Day-To-Day social media services   

 You Tube video viral promotion 

 

Social media analysis and integration 

In order to reach to the target audience and earn their involvement, it takes the clear classification 

of prospects and assessment of elements which influence their actions. This analysis gives an 

essential insight that comes handy while executing plans and ultimately attains desired reach with 

ROI. 

 

Strategic planning and execution 

Strategizing and execution tasks are believed to be the heart of a social media campaign which 

stand vastly responsible for the digital performance. Forming communities, building relationship 

and utmost important, driving engagement amongst the audience are the aspects this part is 

aiming to accomplish.  

 

Day-To-Day social media services   

 Increase brand awareness: To create authentic and lasting brand awareness, avoid a 

slew of promotional messages. Instead, focus on meaningful content and a strong 

brand personality through your social channels. 

 Higher quality of sales: Digging through your social channels is nearly impossible 

without monitoring or listening to specific keywords, phrases or hashtags. Through 

more efficient social media targeting, you reach your core audience much faster. 

 Drive in-person sales: Some retailers rely on social media marketing efforts to drive 

in-store sales. Is your brand promoting enough on social to reward those who come to 

you? What about alerting customers to what’s going on in your stores? 

 Improve ROI: There’s not a brand on social media that doesn’t want to increase its 

return on investment. But on social, this goal is specific to performing a thorough 

audit of your channels and ensuring cost of labor, advertisements and design stay on 



track. 

 Create a loyal fanbase: Does your brand promote user-generated content? Do your 

followers react positively without any initiation? Getting to this point takes time and 

effort with creating a positive brand persona on social. 

 Better pulse on the industry: What are your competitors doing that seems to be 

working? What strategies are they using to drive engagement or sales? Having a pulse 

on the industry could simply help you improve your efforts and take some tips from 

those doing well. 

 

You Tube video viral promotion 

If we get videos from client side than we have some strategy to promote that which help to build 

brand awareness. 

 

A Glimpse at our Strategy    
 
 
 Implementing of Search Engine Ranking Page guidelines for each page for making typesof data and 

types of markup being caught by search engines. 

 Making Meta data, Headings, Breadcrumb trailsand H1, H2, H3 tags more relevant to 

improvise ranking 

  Increase loading speed and making device accessible throughout all screen sizes 

 Checking Alt text, Title attribute on links, Internal links, Footer links and URL’s for better 

redirection along with Link building. 

 Optimization for mobile search as well as mobile browsers by submitting the links on 

relevant portals. 

 Understanding the search intent and find the semantic keywords for good optimization   

 

 

 

 

 



What we do 

 We will Increase brand awareness Through run Informative and gaming campaign 

  We will Drive traffic to your blog 

  We Will Help to Generate new leads 

  We will Help to Grow Likes ( Engagement on Post and Page) 

  We Will Help to Build a community around your business 

  We Will Research and learn about your customers to serve them which they desire 

  We Will Create a loyal fan base 

  We Will Track Your Competitor Activity to Battle With them 

. 

For this we will run some campaign Like: 

 Quiz 

 Funny Post 

 Introduction Post 

 Greetings and Event Post 

 Competition Post 

 Promotional Offer 

 Informative Post 

 And Much More 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Social Media Monthly Schedule  
 

Details FB Instagram Twitter Linked In Pinterest Quora 

Social Media Research             
Competition Study             
Strategic Planning             

Campaigns and 
Contests 

    x x x x 

Event Based Posts         x x 
Update Profile Images             

Everyday Execution         x x 
Relevant Creative 

Visuals 
            

Post Content             
End month Report             

Blogs & Articles             
Q&A x x x x x   

Curative Posts             
Total posts 25+ 25+ 25+ 25+ 25+ 6+ 

 

 

Implementation 
 

Daily Responsibilities  Weekly Responsibilities  Monthly Responsibilities 

SEO Tasks Execution  5-7 Engaging Twitter posts per week with 

proper hashtag 

 1 YouTube Videos per 

Month 

 Respond to any/all 

engagements from follower 

base 

 5-7Instagram Uploads  Marketing Reports 

  5-8 Facebook Actions  

  Pinterest Update  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Responsibilities as well define by client: 
 

 Participate in groups and make new friends 

 Make new friends or focus on the old 

 Give them special deals 

 Target only audience who might convert into sales and area ( Ex- California, Nevada, Oregon, 

New York, and New Jersey) 

 

One time task for Campaign: 

 Initial conversion tracking pixel 

 Create some landing pages if needed 

 

 

 

 


